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A major challenge for managing impacts and implementing effective mitigation measures
and adaptation strategies for coastal zones affected by future sea level (SL) rise is our
limited capacity to predict SL change at the coast on relevant spatial and temporal
scales. Predicting coastal SL requires the ability to monitor and simulate a multitude
of physical processes affecting SL, from local effects of wind waves and river runoff to
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remote influences of the large-scale ocean circulation on the coast. Here we assess
our current understanding of the causes of coastal SL variability on monthly to multidecadal timescales, including geodetic, oceanographic and atmospheric aspects of
the problem, and review available observing systems informing on coastal SL. We also
review the ability of existing models and data assimilation systems to estimate coastal
SL variations and of atmosphere-ocean global coupled models and related regional
downscaling efforts to project future SL changes. We discuss (1) observational gaps and
uncertainties, and priorities for the development of an optimal and integrated coastal SL
observing system, (2) strategies for advancing model capabilities in forecasting shortterm processes and projecting long-term changes affecting coastal SL, and (3) possible
future developments of sea level services enabling better connection of scientists and
user communities and facilitating assessment and decision making for adaptation to
future coastal SL change.
Keywords: coastal sea level, sea-level trends, coastal ocean modeling, coastal impacts, coastal adaptation,
observational gaps, integrated observing system

INTRODUCTION

or river runoff can help to understand and distinguish the
influence of local, regional and remote drivers of coastal SL
variability. Such knowledge is needed to guide the representation
of relevant physical processes and forcing mechanisms in
dynamical forecast models or the choice of predictors in statistical
methods. In addition, information from all types of observations
(not just SL) is essential for defining the initial states of
forecast systems.
In this paper we examine the status of observing and modeling
systems relevant for both monitoring and predicting coastal
SL. (By coastal SL we mean SL at the coast, e.g., as seen by
tide gauges, or over contiguous shelf and continental slope
regions, in contrast with SL over the deep/open ocean; other
terminology used here is consistent with the definitions proposed
by Gregory et al., 2019.) Emphasis is on variability at monthly
and longer timescales. The main thrusts of the paper have to
do with the need to: treat data and model issues in tandem;
highlight the importance for coastal SL of many different datasets
(besides SL per se), physical processes, and timescales; and
examine the differences and connections between SL variability
in the coastal and open oceans. Section “Causes of Coastal Sea
Level Variability” serves to motivate the review of the present
status of both observations and model/assimilation systems
that follows. For the present observing system status (section
“Existing Observing Systems”), we attempt to cover not only
SL observations per se, but also other ancillary fields, such as
waves and temperature, which are important in the interpretation
of the coastal SL record. Section “Existing Modeling Systems”
deals with the model/assimilation systems used for both coastal
analyses/forecasts on relatively short periods, of the type being
implemented in operational weather centers around the world,
and longer term predictions/projections, typical of efforts under
CMIP. Against this background, section “Recommendations
for Observing and Modeling Systems” explicitly addresses
most relevant needs for improved coastal SL monitoring and
predicting capabilities in the future. A related, more specific
discussion of the future of SL services, from the perspective

Coastal zones have large socio-economic and environmental
significance to nations worldwide but are exposed to rising SL and
increasing extreme SL events (e.g., surges) due to anthropogenic
climate change (Seneviratne et al., 2012; Vousdoukas et al., 2018).
By 2100, ∼70% of the coastlines are projected to experience
a relative SL change within 20% of the global mean SL rise
(Church et al., 2013). Future SL extremes will also very likely
have a significant increase in occurrence along some coasts
(Vitousek et al., 2017; Vousdoukas et al., 2018), but there is in
general low confidence in region-specific projections of waves
and surges (Church et al., 2013). Similar uncertainties affect
efforts to predict coastal SL variability on shorter (seasonal
to decadal) periods. Our limited capacity for coastal SL
prediction on a range of timescales is a major challenge for
understanding impacts, anticipating climate change risks and
promoting adaptation efforts on issues such as public safety and
relocation, developing and protecting infrastructure, health and
sustainability of ecosystem services and blue economies (e.g.,
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], 2014).
While observations from tide gauges, satellite altimetry and
less developed methods such as the GNSS reflections are key
for monitoring SL, other types of observations as well as
model and assimilation systems are also relevant from the
broader perspective of coastal SL prediction. For example,
bottom pressure and steric height observations, even if mostly
in the deep ocean, can shed light on the barotropic or
baroclinic nature of SL dynamics. Similarly, information on
surface atmospheric winds and pressure, air-sea heat exchanges
Abbreviations: ANN, artificial neural networks; CMIP, Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project; COFS, coastal ocean forecasting system; GLOSS,
Global Sea Level Observing System; GNSS, Global Navigation Satellite System;
GPS, Global Positioning System; InSAR, interferometric synthetic aperture radar;
OBP, ocean bottom pressure; PSMSL, Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level;
RCP, representative concentration pathway; SAR, synthetic aperture radar; SL, sea
level; SONEL, Système d’Observations du Niveau des Eaux Littorales; UHSLC,
University of Hawai’i Sea Level Center; VLM, vertical land motion.
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of connecting to end users, is provided in section “Developing
Future Sea Level Services.”

Diurnal tides

CAUSES OF COASTAL SEA LEVEL
VARIABILITY

10000
Semidiurnal tides
Length scale (km)

In this section, we provide an overview of the many processes
that contribute to coastal SL variability, and in particular on
the reasons for differences between SL observed at the coast
and in the neighboring deep ocean. The discussion is as broad
as possible and not specific to any region. Our main focus
is on variability on monthly timescales and longer. Therefore,
while we discuss high-frequency processes (on timescales of
minutes to days, including tides and storm surges), it is primarily
to indicate their importance to the longer term record. The
subsections below are ordered roughly in terms of increasing
timescale of variability.

Higher-Frequency Coast-Ocean Sea
Level Differences

100

Coastal SL variability must in general be larger, and associated
with a wider range of timescales than that in the nearby
open ocean. For example, at the higher end of the frequencies
considered in this paper, tides tend to have larger amplitudes at
the coast than in the open ocean, primarily due to shoaling and
resonance arising from the depth of coastal waters and shape
of coastlines, and they have a richer spectra of high harmonics
and shallow water constituents (Pugh and Woodworth, 2014,
chapter 5). In addition, a number of important processes that
take place near the coast on timescales of minutes, hours or days
have magnitudes and/or frequencies that are determined by water
depth and the presence of the coastal boundary. These processes
include the seiches of harbors, bays and shelves, storm surges,
shelf waves, infragravity waves, wave setup and river runoff.
Figure 1 gives a schematic description of some of these processes
(for a fuller list and description, see Woodworth et al., 2019).
In fact, some of these higher-frequency processes are
important to the discussion of SL variability and change over
longer timescales. For example, major periods of storm surge
activity in winter will skew the distribution of surges and
therefore affect monthly mean SL. Wave setup and run-up
provides another example. While run-up is the instantaneous
maximum elevation at the moving shoreline, wave setup is the
SL averaged typically over many wave groups (tens of minutes).
This wave setup is modulated on longer timescales through
its dependence on time-varying wave height, period, direction,
and “still water” level (Idier et al., 2019). Therefore, setup will
inevitably contribute to mean SL variability in some way (e.g.,
on seasonal and interannual timescales). Consequently, there is a
possible “contamination” of existing long term mean SL records
by variations in wave setup in the past (IOC, 2016). In addition,
the character of the contribution might change again if wind
climate or sea ice cover changes in the future, leading to changes
in the wave climate (Stopa et al., 2016; Melet et al., 2018). Similar
remarks apply to river runoff, which is primarily a high-frequency
process (e.g., daily) and yet can contribute to SL variability on
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FIGURE 1 | A schematic overview of processes contributing to sea level
variability at the coast indicating the space and time scales involved.
Woodworth et al. (2019) contains a more complete summary and discussion
of each process; Hughes et al. (2019) provides a detailed review of different
types of coastal-trapped waves. Very high-frequency processes with
timescales less than 1 min (e.g., wind waves, swash) are not included.

seasonal and longer timescales at tide gauges located in or near to
major river estuaries (Wijeratne et al., 2008; Piecuch et al., 2018a).

Coast-Ocean Comparison on Longer
Timescales
Many studies have demonstrated that the differences between
open-ocean and coastal SL variability are not confined to the
“high-frequency” and “short spatial scale” of the previous section.
A well-known example concerns the trapped coastal waves
that propagate north and south along the Pacific coasts of the
Americas, resulting in similar SL anomalies at all points along
the coast (Enfield and Allen, 1980; Pugh and Woodworth, 2014).
A similar situation occurs along Australian coasts, where much
of the coherence in the north and west is related to El Niño (see

3
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distinct from the open ocean, large-scale (greater than Rossby
radius) circulation (Brink, 1998). Open ocean currents flow
along the isobaths, setting a barrier for cross-isobath flows and
thus constrain the influence of remote forcing from the open
ocean on coastal SL. The generation of cross-isobath currents
must be through ageostrophic processes (e.g., external surface
forcing, non-linearity, friction). By including variable rotation
effects, however, some Rossby wave energy can cross isobaths
and arrive at the western ocean boundary (Yang et al., 2013).
Indeed, a coastal sea level signal which is derived from open
ocean dynamics has been observed but with significantly reduced
amplitude at the coast and a shift toward the equator (Higginson
et al., 2015). Part of this effect has been explained theoretically,
for an ocean with vertical sidewalls (Minobe et al., 2017). The
extension to include a continental slope shows that the same
kind of spatial shift and reduction in amplitude still occurs, but
is enhanced to a degree that depends sensitively on resolution
and friction (Wise et al., 2018). This effect can be understood
as an influence of coastal-trapped waves on the propagation of
signals between open-ocean and coastal regions; see Hughes et al.
(2019) for a review.
The SL and temperature variability associated with climate
modes can result in coastal impacts, such as flooding or coral
bleaching around coastlines and low-lying coral islands (e.g.,
Dunne et al., 2012; Ezer and Atkinson, 2014; Barnard et al.,
2015; Ampou et al., 2017; Schramek et al., 2018). Interpretation
of correlations between climate modes and SL should be made
carefully, as climate modes reflect statistical summaries of
multivariate behavior in the climate system. They are useful
constructs though not themselves primary drivers of SL change
(e.g., Kenigson et al., 2018). Rather, such correlations often
indicate a direct forcing of the ocean by the atmosphere, locally
or remotely, by means of such mechanisms as the inverted
barometer effect, storm surge, wind setup, Ekman transport,
Rossby waves, or Sverdrup balance (Andres et al., 2013; Landerer
and Volkov, 2013; Thompson and Mitchum, 2014; Piecuch et al.,
2016; Calafat et al., 2018). It has also been proposed (e.g., along
the Eastern United States) that coastal SL is causally linked to
other components of the variable and changing climate system,
such as subpolar ocean heat storage (Frederikse et al., 2017),
the changing mass of the Greenland Ice Sheet (e.g., Davis and
Vinogradova, 2017), changes to the Gulf Stream (Ezer et al., 2013)
and Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (Yin et al.,
2009; Yin and Goddard, 2013), depending on timescale.
Global eddy-resolving models have revealed the strength of
the intrinsic ocean variability, which spontaneously emerges from
oceanic non-linearities without atmospheric variability or any
air-sea coupling (Penduff et al., 2011; Sérazin et al., 2015, 2018).
These signals have a chaotic character (i.e., their phase is random
and not set by the atmosphere; Penduff et al., 2018), impact
most oceanic fields such as SL, ocean heat content, overturning
circulation (e.g., Zanna et al., 2018), can reach the scale of gyres
and multiple decades, and may blur the detection of regional
SL trends over periods of 30 years (Sérazin et al., 2016), and in
particular over the altimetric period (Llovel et al., 2018). This
phenomenon has mostly been studied in the open ocean, but
ongoing research shows that it impacts the 1993–2015 trends

references in White et al., 2014), and along the European coasts
(e.g., Calafat et al., 2012). Another example is the coherence
of variability in sub-surface pressure (akin to inverse-barometer
corrected SL) at intra-annual timescales along continental shelf
slopes (Hughes and Meredith, 2006).
The accumulation of several decades of satellite altimeter data
made it possible to compare SL variability in the open ocean
and that at the coast as measured by tide gauges. Differences
in variability exist at some locations on monthly to interannual
timescales (e.g., Vinogradov and Ponte, 2011). Such differences
are of particular interest where they reflect the dynamics of the
nearby ocean circulation, and especially of western boundary
currents (e.g., Yin and Goddard, 2013; Sasaki et al., 2014;
McCarthy et al., 2015). Further studies are needed (e.g., using
re-tracked coastal altimetry products) to identify the relative
contributions of measurement issues (e.g., contamination of the
altimeter footprint, uncertainties in correction algorithms) and
representation errors (e.g., coastally trapped circulations) to the
observed differences between tide gauge and altimetry data.
The performance of ocean models (Calafat et al., 2014;
Chepurin et al., 2014) and coupled climate models (Becker
et al., 2016; Meyssignac et al., 2017b) in reproducing historical
coastal SL changes observed by tide gauges is varied, with the
models performing well for some regions and timescales, but
poorly for others. Consequently, better understanding of modeldata discrepancies, and in particular the faithfulness of models
in simulating the processes mediating the relationship between
coastal SL and large-scale ocean circulation, will be required to
improve and add confidence to projections of future coastal SL
change (see section “Existing Modeling Systems”).

Importance to Coastal SL of Climate
Modes and Ocean Dynamics
The influence of the major modes of climate variability (e.g.,
El Niño-Southern Oscillation, North Atlantic Oscillation, Indian
Ocean Dipole, Pacific Decadal Oscillation) can be seen in
spatial patterns of SL variability both at the coast and in the
ocean interior, and in both coastal mean and extreme SL (e.g.,
Menéndez and Woodworth, 2010; Barnard et al., 2015). These
modes have basin-wide influence on SL at interannual-to-decadal
timescales and have large impacts on coastal oceans through
local wind forcing associated with climate modes and also remote
influence from the ocean interior. For instance, interannualto-decadal surface wind anomalies associated with El Niño
and Indian Ocean Dipole induce eastward propagating oceanic
equatorial Kelvin waves. Upon arriving at the eastern boundary,
part of the energy propagates poleward as coastally trapped
waves, affecting SL in a long distance along the coastlines of
the eastern Pacific (e.g., Chelton and Enfield, 1986) and eastern
Indian Ocean (e.g., Han et al., 2017, 2018). Eastern boundary SL
is also affected at interannual to decadal timescales by variability
in longshore winds associated with extratropical atmospheric
centers of action related to climate modes (Calafat et al., 2013;
Thompson et al., 2014).
At the western boundary, in regions where the shelf is broad
(e.g., Mid-Atlantic Bight), circulations over the shelf can be
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studies often make use of tide gauge data with its traditional
hourly sampling of SL. Such sampling ignores the high-frequency
part of the SL variability spectrum (timescale < 2 h, which
includes most seiches), which should be accounted for, at least
on a statistical basis, in future studies of extremes (Vilibić
and Šepić, 2017). Also global scale studies of the impacts of
sea level extremes do not include high-frequency wave-related
processes such as swash.
However, the coast can also be impacted by changes in mean
SL, which is known to be rising globally as a consequence of
climate change (Church et al., 2013). The first years of altimeter
data suggested that SL might be rising at a greater rate near
to the coast than in the nearby deeper ocean (Holgate and
Woodworth, 2004) although such a difference was not considered
significant by others (White et al., 2005; Prandi et al., 2009).
Nevertheless, as the depth of coastal waters increases in the
future, many of the processes mentioned above will be modified:
e.g., tidal wavelengths will increase and tidal patterns over the
continental shelves will change (e.g., Idier et al., 2017); storm
surge gradients and magnitudes will reduce (because of their
dependence on 1/depth); changes to tides and surges imply
changes to SL extremes; ocean waves will break closer to the coast,
with associated changes in wave setup and run-up (Chini et al.,
2010) and amplified potential flooding impacts (Arns et al., 2017).
Many of these factors, as well as related morphological changes
not discussed here, can be expected to interact with each other
(Idier et al., 2019).

of SL in certain coastal regions (e.g., Yellow Sea, Sea of Japan,
Patagonian plateau), raising new issues for the understanding,
detection and attribution of coastal SL change.
This stochastic variability is most strongly manifested in
the mesoscale, which dominates SL variability in much of
the ocean. However, the mesoscale is strongly suppressed by
long continental slopes, leading to a decoupling between open
ocean and shelf sea variability, especially in high latitudes and
western boundaries (Hughes and Williams, 2010; Bingham and
Hughes, 2012; Hughes et al., 2018, 2019). The result is that
open ocean-shelf coupling only tends to occur on larger scales,
though there is still a significant stochastic part derived from
the integrated effect of the mesoscale. An exceptional example
is the Caribbean Sea, where a basin mode (the Rossby Whistle)
is excited by the mesoscale and has a strong influence on
coastal SL at 120-day period (Hughes et al., 2016). Similarly, the
short circumference of continental slopes around oceanic islands
allows for the ready influence of mesoscale open ocean variability
on their shorelines (Mitchum, 1995; Firing and Merrifield, 2004;
Williams and Hughes, 2013).

Secular Coast-Ocean Differences
An obvious difference between coastal SL as seen by a tide
gauge and open ocean SL as measured by an altimeter, which
manifests itself primarily in the discussion of long-term SL
trends, is that the former is made relative to land levels at
the tide gauge stations, whereas the latter are referenced to
the geocenter. Differences between the two SL measurements
are rendered by VLMs, which can arise from a wide variety
of processes (glacial isostatic adjustment, sediment compaction,
tectonics, groundwater pumping, dam building) operating over a
broad range of space and time scales (Emery and Aubrey, 1991;
Engelhart and Horton, 2012; Kemp et al., 2014; Karegar et al.,
2016; Johnson et al., 2018). Related bathymetric changes can also
influence many coastal processes. Modern geodetic techniques
are required to place the tide gauge data into the same geocentric
reference frame as for the altimeter data, and to monitor VLM at
the gauge sites (IOC, 2016; Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016) and
to understand as well as possible the evolution of coastal zones
(Cazenave et al., 2017). Application of geodetic approaches in SL
studies is limited currently by the spatial sparseness of the data,
the temporal shortness of the records, and difficulties associated
with realizing the terrestrial reference frame (cf. section “Sea
Level Observations”).

Summary: A Complexity of Coastal
Processes
The nature of coastal SL variations is complex and multifaceted,
reflecting the influence of a multitude of Earth system processes
acting on timescales from seconds to centuries and on spatial
scales from local to global. Successful efforts to monitor and
predict coastal SL must acknowledge this complexity and deal
with the challenges of observing many different variables, from
local and remote winds and air pressure to river runoff and
bathymetry, and modeling a wide range of processes, from
wind waves, tides and large-scale climate modes, to compaction,
sedimentation and tectonics affecting VLM (Figure 1).

EXISTING OBSERVING SYSTEMS
Sea Level Observations

Sea Level Change Impacts at the Coast

Tide gauges (Holgate et al., 2013) and satellite altimetry
(Vignudelli et al., 2011; Cipollini et al., 2017a,b) are both
important sources of SL information in the coastal zone. This
section focuses on tide gauge observations and related systems.
Benveniste et al. (2019) provide a discussion of coastal altimetry,
including the complementarity between altimetry and tide
gauge observations.
Coastal tide gauges measure point-wise water levels, from
which mean and extreme SL can be estimated. The longest
tide gauge records date back to the 18th century, although
it was only during the mid-20th century that the number of
instruments increased significantly, given their applications not

Major differences between ocean and coastal SL occur through
processes that depend upon water depth, such as storm surges
that lead to extreme SLs. A particular concern for coastal
managers has to do with the extreme SLs and associated
coastal inundation and flooding, that are occurring increasingly
often (e.g., Sweet and Park, 2014). Extreme SL arises from
combinations of high astronomical tides and other processes,
in particular storm surges and waves (Merrifield et al., 2013).
Changes in extremes have been found to be determined to a great
extent by changes in mean SL, although not exclusively so (e.g.,
Marcos and Woodworth, 2017; Vousdoukas et al., 2018). These
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FIGURE 2 | Tide gauge monthly sea level records available at PSMSL. In color, time series longer than 50 (red) and 100 (blue) years. Number of stations in each
category is given in parentheses.

only for scientific purposes but also for maritime navigation,
harbor operations, and hazard forecasting. Currently, most of
the world coastlines are monitored by tide gauges (Figure 2),
generally operated by national and sub-national agencies. Many
of these tide gauge records are compiled and freely distributed
by international databases. Among these, the PSMSL1 , hosted by
the National Oceanography Centre in Liverpool, is the largest
data bank of long-term monthly mean SL records for more than
2000 tide gauge stations (Holgate et al., 2013; see Figure 2).
Other data portals provide higher frequency (hourly and higher)
SL observations required for the study of tides and extreme SL
and/or real time measurements needed for operational services
or tsunami monitoring and warning systems; this is the case
of the UHSLC2 , the European Copernicus Marine Environment
Monitoring Service3 or the Flanders Marine Institute4 that hosts
the GLOSS monitoring facility for real time data. The Global
Extreme Sea Level Analysis initiative5 extends the UHSLC high
frequency SL data set, unifying and assembling delayed-mode
observations compiled from national and sub-national agencies,
and presently provides the most complete collection of highfrequency SL observations, with 1355 tide gauge records, of which
575 are longer than 20 years (Woodworth et al., 2017a).

Despite the extensive present-day tide gauge network, only
a fraction of the SL records spans a multi-decadal period
necessary for climate studies. In the PSMSL data base, for
example, only 270 (89) tide gauge records out of 1508 are
longer than 60 (100) years – the minimum length considered
by Douglas (1991) for the computation of linear trends – and
only 632 overlap with altimetric observations during at least
15 years. Moreover, the longest tide gauge records tend to be
located mostly in Europe and North America, while few are
found in the Southern Hemisphere. This uneven spatial and
temporal tide gauge distribution is one of the main factors that
challenge the quantification and understanding of contemporary
SL rise at regional and global scales (Jevrejeva et al., 2014;
Dangendorf et al., 2017).
One of the tools to overcome the scarcity of coastal SL
observations in the early 20th century and before, consists
in the recovery and quality control of historical archived SL
measurements, also referred to as data archeology (Bradshaw
et al., 2015). These efforts have so far extended records from the
PSMSL data set (Hogarth, 2014) and have successfully recovered
new SL information at sites as remote as the Kerguelen Island
(Testut et al., 2006) or the Falklands (Woodworth et al., 2010)
and as far back in time as the 19th century (Marcos et al., 2011;
Talke et al., 2014; Wöppelmann et al., 2014).
Tide gauges measure SL with respect to the land upon which
they are grounded. Thus, to be useful for climate studies, tide
gauge SL records must refer to a fixed datum, known as tide
gauge benchmark, that ensures their consistency and continuity.

1

https://www.psmsl.org
https://uhslc.soest.hawaii.edu/
3
http://marine.copernicus.eu/
4
http://www.vliz.be/en
5
https://www.gesla.org
2
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only for 102 stations the leveling information between the two
datums is available), despite recurrent GLOSS recommendations
in this respect. The inability to account for VLM at tide gauges
and therefore to separate the non-climate contribution of land
from observed coastal SL, is another factor hampering the
understanding of past SL rise.
As noted above, the continued deployment of GNSS receivers
near or at tide gauges is critical. In this regard, a point also
worth stressing concerns the actual placement of these systems:
it is most useful if they are deployed so as to have an open
view of the sea, thus allowing the measurement of both direct
and reflected radio waves. The GNSS-reflectometry technique has
proven that coastal GNSS stations can be used to supplement
conventional tide gauges. Figure 4 compares 1 year-long time
series of daily mean SL, produced from GPS reflections and from
a standard acoustic tide gauge, with root-mean-square differences
at the level of 2 cm (Larson et al., 2017). If installed in the
vicinity of a tide gauge, GNSS receivers can provide a valuable
backup as well as the direct tie between the tide gauge zeropoint and the terrestrial reference frame (Santamaría-Gómez and
Watson, 2017). There is no additional cost for developing new
instrumentation, since standard geodetic-quality receivers can be
used. However, data treatment is more complex than for a tide
gauge and high frequency (daily) measurements are noisier in the
case of a GNSS receiver.

Neither the land nor the SL are constant surfaces, so precise
estimates of the VLM of the tide gauge benchmark are necessary
in order to disentangle the climate contribution to SL change in
tide gauge records. Presently, GNSS, with its most well-known
component being the GPS, provide the most accurate way to
estimate the VLM at the tide gauge benchmarks (Wöppelmann
and Marcos, 2016). One major underlying assumption of the
GPS-derived VLM at tide gauges is that the trend estimated
from the shorter length of the GPS series is representative of
the longer period covered by the tide gauge. When this is the
case, GPS VLM reaches an accuracy one order of magnitude
better than SL trends (Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016). Another
limitation is the accuracy of the reference frame on which the
GPS velocities rely (Santamaría-Gómez et al., 2017). Global GPS
velocity fields are routinely computed and distributed by different
research institutions (International GNSS Service, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, University of Nevada, University of La Rochelle).
Among these, only the French SONEL6 data center, hosted at
the University of La Rochelle, provides GPS observations and
velocity estimates focused on tide gauge stations, where possible
providing links to PSMSL, to form an integrated observing
system within the GLOSS program. Figure 3 maps the global
tide gauge stations that are datum controlled and/or tied to a
nearby GPS station for which VLM estimates exist. The number
of tide gauge stations with co-located GPS is still a small fraction
of the total network (e.g., only 394 stations in PSMSL are
within a 10 km distance from a GPS station and, among these,
6

Ancillary Observations
The interpretation of coastal SL measurements benefits from
complementary information provided by other ancillary

http://www.sonel.org
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Friday Harbor tide gauge, operated by NOAA; blue line is daily means determined by analysis of GPS reflected signals at station SC02, sited 300 m from the tide
gauge. Adapted from Larson et al. (2017), who give further comparisons over a 10-year period, including comparisons of tidal constants.

in the open ocean, like those provided by the global Argo
program, are also relevant to coastal SL. Unlike the deep
ocean, density measurements are scarce over continental shelves,
in enclosed or semi-enclosed basins and in the coastal zone.
These measurements are generally obtained from dedicated
field experiments or local/regional observing systems (e.g.,
Heslop et al., 2012; Rudnick et al., 2017) and are focused in
areas of particular oceanographic interest (e.g., strong ocean
currents, intense atmosphere-ocean interactions, fisheries). The
hydrographic data scarcity in the shallow regions is a major
hurdle to understand the small scale coastal dynamics and their
impact on SL. On the other hand, sea surface temperature
has shown covariability with SL along some coastal zones
at interannual to decadal time scales, which is related to
the fact that both are partly driven by air-sea heat fluxes
(Meyssignac et al., 2017a). High-resolution, remote-sensed sea
surface temperature can thus provide useful spatially detailed
information for interpretation of SL features over the coastal zone
(Marcos et al., 2019).
Ocean bottom pressure is another factor related to SL
variability, especially over the continental shelves (e.g., Marcos
and Tsimplis, 2007; Calafat et al., 2013; Piecuch and Ponte, 2015).
Currently, satellite gravimetry, starting in 2002 with the launch
of the GRACE mission, is the main source of observations of
OBP changes over the deep ocean that allows separating the
mass component from observed SL (Chambers et al., 2004).
Available GRACE observations have relatively coarse resolution
(∼300 km) and can be contaminated by leakage from larger land
water fluctuations, but recent work by Piecuch et al. (2018b)
highlights their usefulness in understanding the tide gauge
records. Alternatively, OBP observations are also provided by
in situ moored buoys. The largest network of OBP recorders
is maintained and its data distributed by NOAA through the
National Data Buoy Center website7 . These OBP sensors display
an uneven spatial distribution, as they are concentrated in areas
of oceanographic interest or are part of tsunami warning systems,

observing systems focusing on various SL driving mechanisms
and contributors. Among the components that impact coastal
SL, wind-waves have a dominant role along many of the world
coastlines acting at different timescales: from wave setup that
modifies mean SL at the coast with timescales of a few hours,
up to swash lasting only a few seconds. In the deep ocean,
wind-waves are routinely monitored by in situ moored buoys,
ship observations (Gulev et al., 2003) and satellite altimetry
(Queffeulou, 2013). The offshore waves are strongly transformed
in shallow waters owing to changing bathymetries and ocean
bottom and thus display also large spatial variability even at
small scales (∼10–100 m) along the coastal zone. Given the wide
range of spatio-temporal scales, observations of wind-waves at
the coast are generally recorded only at specific sites and target
particular processes. Coastal wind-wave monitoring platforms
include coastal pressure and wave-gauge deployments for nearshore waves, video monitoring techniques for shoreline positions
(e.g., Holman and Stanley, 2007) and in situ field surveys for
topo-bathymetries. Despite the impact that the topography
and bathymetry of the surf zone have on wind-waves, lack
of their routine measurement is currently one of the major
gaps that limit the knowledge of wave transformations when
approaching the coastal zone, especially in places with active
seabed dynamics. This lack of information has also an effect
on the ability of numerical models to predict both the coastal
wave properties and the morphodynamical changes induced
by their action. Given the impact of wind-waves on coastal
SL, the inability to systematically observe coastal waves is a
major knowledge gap.
Coastal SL is partly driven by changes in the deep ocean,
where SL variations are largely due to water density (steric)
changes (Meyssignac et al., 2017a). These signals are transferred
to the coasts through a variety of mechanisms that depend on
the open ocean circulation characteristics and on the physical
processes taking place over the continental slope (e.g., Bingham
and Hughes, 2012; Minobe et al., 2017; Calafat et al., 2018;
Wise et al., 2018; see section “Causes of Coastal Sea Level
Variability”). Therefore, observations of temperature and salinity
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and reliable ocean services. The Coastal Ocean and Shelf
Seas Task Team within the Global Ocean Data Assimilation
Experiment OceanView8 is an example of an effort that fosters
the international coordination of these activities.
An adequate COFS should be able to monitor, predict and
disseminate information about the coastal ocean state covering
a wide range of coastal processes. These include: tides, storm
surges, coastal-trapped waves, surface and internal waves, river
plumes and estuarine processes, shelf dynamics, slope currents
and shelf break exchanges, fronts, upwelling/downwelling and
mesoscale and sub-mesoscale eddies. These variations occur over
a wide range of time and space scales and have magnitudes of
order 10−1 –101 m (Figure 1).
The numerical models that integrate the primitive equations
for solving the physical processes in a given COFS can vary
in terms of complexity, from the more simplistic 2D shallow
water equation models to the state-of-the-art 3D community
models, such as the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS9 ,
Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005) and the Hybrid Coordinate
Ocean Model (HYCOM10 , Chassignet et al., 2003, 2007).
While ROMS and HYCOM are based on a structured grid
mesh, there is also a variety of models that use unstructured
grids to facilitate an increase of resolution in areas of shallow
or complex bathymetry. An example of such model is the
Delft3D Flexible Mesh Suite11 or the Semi-implicit Cross-scale
Hydroscience Integrated System Model (SCHISM)12 . A table
with some examples of COFS organized by region, maintained at
https://www.godae-oceanview.org/science/task-teams/coastalocean-and-shelf-seas-tt/coss-tt-system-information-table/,
illustrates the wide variety of models that can be used for this
purpose. See also Fox-Kemper et al. (2019), which focuses on
advances in ocean models and modeling.
Considering that the coastal ocean is both locally and remotely
forced (e.g., Simpson and Sharples, 2012), a common adopted
strategy is the use of a downscaling approach where remote
forcing (e.g., large-scale currents and associated thermohaline
gradients, tidal currents, swell) are incorporated in the COFS
via initial and boundary conditions derived from coarser Ocean
Forecasting Systems (see Tonani et al., 2015 for a worldwide list
of such systems). The COFS forcing functions should represent
all important shelf and coastal processes that influence SL, such
as air-sea interaction, which close to coastal regions is affected
by various time and space scales, and land-sea interaction,
via coastal runoff, which governs buoyancy-driven currents
that are further modified by the wind-driven circulation and
shelf topography. An ideal COFS should include a robust data
assimilation scheme capable of handling intrinsic anisotropy of
the coastal region (Barth et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008; Tandeo et al.,
2014; Stanev et al., 2016).
Several factors account for COFS uncertainties: imperfect
atmospheric forcing fields; errors in boundary conditions

with most of them located in the deep ocean. OBP recorders are
useful to quantify short-term ocean mass changes (Hughes et al.,
2012), but they cannot be used to monitor long-term changes
due to large internal drifts (Polster et al., 2009). The large-scale
coherence of OBP signals along the continental shelves (Hughes
and Meredith, 2006) suggests that they could be monitored with
a relatively small network of in situ instruments, to overcome
the currently limited set of OBP observations in coastal regions.
However, this observational system does not exist so far at least
on the global scale.
Monitoring and modeling of the main drivers of coastal
SL variability (surface atmospheric winds and pressure,
precipitation, evaporation, freshwater input at the coast from
rivers and other sources), as well as other SL-related variables,
is of course also essential. New observations have recently
become available from remote sensing of wind speed, waves, SL
and currents using X-band and high-frequency radar, acoustic
Doppler current profilers, lidar, and Ku-band and Ka-band
pulse-limited and delay Doppler radar altimetry, which promise
high-quality space observations in the coastal zones (FenoglioMarc et al., 2015; Cipollini et al., 2017a,b). All these data are
expected to improve forecasting model systems (Le Traon et al.,
2015; Verrier et al., 2018). Observations relevant to the coastal
forcing fields and other oceanic and atmospheric variables
are discussed in a broader context by Ardhuin et al. (2019),
Benveniste et al. (2019), and Cronin et al. (2019), among others.

EXISTING MODELING SYSTEMS
Modeling systems are essential for SL forecasts and projections.
This section reviews the status of both regional model/data
assimilation systems producing mostly short-term forecasts
(order of days to weeks) and global coupled models used
in long term climate projections. The discussion of the
short-term forecast systems serves to highlight many issues
of potential relevance (e.g., resolution, timescale interactions,
data assimilation) for coastal SL prediction at the longer
timescales as well.

Coastal Models and Sea Level Forecasts
In a very broad sense, a SL forecast can rely on three different
approaches: (i) the use of realistic numerical models to resolve
the processes that govern the ocean dynamics; (ii) the use of
observations, which combined with statistical techniques are
used to identify space and time patterns and extrapolate them
into the future (e.g., linear regressions, ANN), and (iii) the
hybrid approach, which combines the first two in a wide variety
of ways. For instance, a given numerical model forecast can
incorporate data assimilation to reduce the forecast errors and/or
use an ensemble of forecasts to present the predictions with
confidence intervals.
Kourafalou et al. (2015a,b) and De Mey-Frémaux et al.
(2019) define a COFS as a combination of a comprehensive
observational network and an appropriate modeling system
that ensures the ongoing monitoring of changes in the coastal
ocean and supports forecasting activities that can deliver useful
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of resolving non-linear feedback between strong currents and
wind waves in coastal areas of the German Bight. Improved
skill is demonstrated in the predicted SL and circulation
during storm conditions when using a coupled wave-circulation
model system (Staneva et al., 2017). During storm events,
the ocean stress was significantly enhanced by the wind-wave
interaction, leading to an increase in the estimated storm surge
(compared to the ocean model only integration) and values
closer to the observed water level (Figure 5B). The effects of
the waves are more pronounced in the coastal area, where
an increase in SL is observed (Staneva et al., 2016b). While
maximum differences reached values of 10–15 cm during normal
conditions, differences higher than 30 cm were found during the
storm, along the whole German coast, exceeding half a meter in
specific locations (Figure 5C).
Extreme events potentially associated with land falling
hurricanes or extra-tropical storms can cause severe damage in
coastal communities. In the US, operational guidance from storm
surge and inundation models are used to inform emergency
managers on whether or not to evacuate coastal regions ahead of
storm events (Feyen et al., 2013). Kerr et al. (2013) investigated
model response sensitivities to mesh resolution, topographical
details, bottom friction formulations, the interaction of wind
waves and circulation, and non-linear advection on tidal and
hurricane surge and wave processes at the basin, shelf, wetland,
and coastal channel scales within the Gulf of Mexico. Figure 6
presents their results based on two configurations of an

propagating into the finer scale model domain; bathymetric
errors; lack of horizontal and vertical resolution and numerical
noise and bias; errors in parameterizations of atmosphereocean interactions and sub-grid turbulence; intrinsic limited
model predictability (strong non-linearity), among many others.
To improve prediction skill, data assimilation is used as a
way of combining the results of numerical simulations with
observations, so that an optimized representation of reality can be
achieved. For this purpose, a range of algorithms is used in COFS
such as the Optimal Interpolation (OI), the three-dimensional
variational (3DVAR), the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF), and
the four-dimensional variational (4DVAR) data assimilation
methods (Martin et al., 2015). The computational time involved
in data assimilation can vary considerably based on the adopted
algorithm and is also dependent on the chosen data assimilation
cycle as well as the parameters that are assimilated in the COFS.
In analogy to the Earth System Models used in SL
projections, COFS can also be coupled in many ways, such
as atmosphere-to-ocean, wave-to-ocean and hydrology-to-ocean.
As they are generally nested in regional and global models,
COFS are particularly suited for coastal-offshore interactions
and shelf break processes (provided that the nesting boundary
is adequately offshore). An example of how coupling and a
multi-nesting, downscaling approach can improve COFS quality
is given by Staneva et al. (2016a). They employed a coupled
wave-to-ocean model and three grids (horizontal resolutions of
3 nm, 1 km, and 200 m, Figure 5) to build a COFS capable
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unstructured-mesh, coupled wind-wave and circulation (shallowwater) modeling system, in a hindcast of Hurricane Ike that
passed over the U.S. Gulf of Mexico coast in 2008. They show
that the improved resolution is an important factor in predicting
SL values much closer to those measured by the hydrographs.
The influence of strong boundary currents can also be
important contributors for unusual SL changes. Usui et al. (2015)
describe a case study to indicate the importance of a robust data
assimilation scheme to accurately forecast an unusual tide event

Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org

that occurred in September 2011 and caused flooding at several
coastal areas south of Japan. Sea level rises on the order of 30 cm
were observed at three tide-gauge stations and were associated
with the passage of coastal trapped waves induced by a short-term
fluctuation of the Kuroshio Current around (34◦ N, 140◦ E).
Probabilistic models have also been used alone or in
conjunction with deterministic models for SL forecasts in various
regions. Sztobryn (2003) used an ANN to forecast SL changes
during a storm surge in a tideless region of the Baltic Sea
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climate model changes in regional SL are larger than the noise
(intermodel uncertainty, also called the ensemble spread, plus
internal variability) in both the open ocean, and at the coast
(Carson et al., under review). These model results are particularly
due to the use of ensemble averaging to enhance the signalto-noise ratio, though the uncertainty in dynamic SL between
models is much larger than that due to internal model variability
in 90–100-year trends (Little et al., 2015).
Improvements
in
climate
model
physics
and
parameterizations that could reduce intermodel spread (for
an exploration of causes of intermodel spread, see, e.g.,
Gregory et al., 2016) and better account for potential systematic
errors in projected SL should be a goal of the international
modeling community. However, the way forward in model
improvement is complex. Clearly, some improvement can
be found by increasing resolution, both for the atmosphere
(Spence et al., 2014) and the ocean (Sérazin et al., 2015),
especially in the context of SL changes in the vicinity of the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Saenko et al., 2015) and
Antarctic continental shelf (Spence et al., 2017); but, for some
regions, SL projections seem to lack a strong sensitivity to
resolution (Suzuki et al., 2005; Penduff et al., 2011). Another
idea is to include only models in multi-model ensembles
that have been proven to locally reproduce the physics
of heat uptake and circulation changes due to wind and
buoyancy forcing found in ocean observations – what has
been termed climate model tuning (Mauritsen et al., 2012).
Regional SL projections can be sensitive to the ocean model
parameterizations used, although Huber and Zanna (2017)
estimated that air-sea flux uncertainties were larger than those
due to model parameterizations.
Although at relatively coarse resolution, CMIP5 simulations
can capture expected features of coastal SL variability. For
example, Minobe et al. (2017) explain some of the western
boundary coastal SL change evident in most CMIP5 model
projections via a theory which describes a balance between
mass input to the western boundary due to Rossby waves
from the ocean interior and equatorward mass ejection due to
coastal-trapped wave propagation. There is, however, evidence
that coastal SL projections are improved in higher resolution
models (e.g., Balmaseda et al., 2015). For this reason, dynamical
downscaling with regional climate models has been used to
study the effects of climate change scenarios at the coast
(e.g., Meier, 2006; Liu et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2016,
2017). Global climate models are, however, generally used for
providing boundary conditions to the higher resolution regional
climate models, and uncertainties in those conditions can
still be a problem.

where SL variations are pressure- and wind-driven. Bajo and
Umgiesser (2010) used a combination of a hydrodynamic model
and an ANN to improve the prediction of surges near Venice,
in the Mediterranean Sea. French et al. (2017) combine ANN
with computational hydrodynamics for tide surge inundation at
estuarine ports in the United Kingdom to show that short-term
forecast of extreme SL can achieve an accuracy that is comparable
or better than the United Kingdom national tide surge model.

Climate Models and Sea Level
Projections
Dynamic changes of the ocean circulation are the major
source of regional SL variability in the open ocean (Yin, 2012;
Church et al., 2013; Slangen et al., 2014; Jackson and Jevrejeva,
2016). Estimates of future dynamic SL variability, accounting
for all contributions to regional SL change, are needed for
understanding the magnitude, spatial patterns, and quality of
regional to coastal SL projections.
Based on the CMIP5 ensemble, changes in interannual sea
level variability from the historical modeled time frame 1951–
2005 to the future modeled time frame 2081–2100 are mostly
within ±10% for the RCP4.5 scenario, outside of the high-latitude
Arctic region (Church et al., 2013). For decadal variability, Hu
and Bates (2018) report that changes for period 2081–2100 are
more consistently positive, and larger, over more of the ocean,
and more so for RCP8.5 than RCP4.5, though this study uses a
single model with a large ensemble.
Sources of inter-model uncertainty can be numerous,
and include: model response to surface heat, freshwater,
and wind forcing (Saenko et al., 2015; Gregory et al.,
2016; Huber and Zanna, 2017); air-sea flux uncertainties,
including fresh water fluxes (Stammer et al., 2011; Huber and
Zanna, 2017; Zanna et al., 2018); different climate sensitivities
(Melet and Meyssignac, 2015) and initial ocean states (Hu et al.,
2017). Such intermodel uncertainty of regional SL change by 2090
can account for around 70% of total model uncertainty, including
scenario uncertainty, meaning differences due to various RCP
forcings, and the internal climate variability within individual
models can account for approximately 5% of the total uncertainty
for regional SL changes out to 2090 (Little et al., 2015). However,
with these model uncertainties, changes in regional SL are
larger than the total uncertainty by 2100, and pass the 90%
significance level, for most ocean regions in both RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5, whether trends are calculated for ocean-only processes
that include global thermosteric SL change (Lyu et al., 2014;
Richter and Marzeion, 2014; Carson et al., 2015; see Figure 7B),
or for all forcing components of SL, including changes in land
ice and water and global isostatic adjustment (Church et al.,
2013; Lyu et al., 2014; see Figure 7C). Dynamic sea level
changes alone emerge above the background variability only in
high latitude regions, with few exceptions (Figure 7A), though
there is substantial spread between models in the Southern
Ocean (Figure 7D). The spread in the emergence time decreases
everywhere when including changes in global thermosteric sea
level (Figure 7E) and the other components of regional sea level
change external to the climate models (Figure 7F). The coupled
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OBSERVING
AND MODELING SYSTEMS
Observational Needs
In this section, we examine tide gauge and related GNSS
networks. Space-based SL measurements and other ancillary
observations are considered in the papers cited at the end
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Caribbean) and in support of other ocean hazards (e.g.,
hurricane-induced storm surges in the Caribbean) have led to
an effective regional densification of the tide gauge network,
but the improvements are patchy and sometimes come with
compromises in measuring techniques. For example, some
gauges used for tsunami monitoring do not have the requirement
for excellent datum control that is needed for SL and
coastal studies.
The present geographical gaps in tide gauge recording can be
seen, e.g., in Figure 2, but it is important to recognize that there
are gaps that are more subtle than those shown simply as dots on
maps. For example, some operators employ outdated technology
instead of the modern types of tide gauge (acoustic, pressure
and, increasingly, radar) and the associated new data loggers
and data transmission systems, which can provide accurate data
in real time (IOC, 2016). In addition, some operators lack
the technical expertise or resources required to operate their
existing stations to GLOSS standards, in spite of GLOSS having
put major efforts into capacity building through the years. In
some countries, the tide gauges and the essential leveling to
land benchmarks for datum control are the responsibility of
different agencies, which may restrict communication between
the responsible people (Woodworth et al., 2017b). In others, there

of section “Ancillary Observations.” The tide gauge and
GNSS observing systems are mature and have clear oversight
and procedures for setting requirements. Here we focus on
identifying weaknesses in the present systems as opposed to
setting additional requirements. The idea is that the requirements
are well-known, but the weaknesses that need attention in the
implementation of the systems are not as well-described.

Tide Gauges
Presently national entities voluntarily contribute their tide gauge
data to the centers associated with the global network (GLOSS),
from which it follows inevitably that there are gaps where
national monitoring is either limited, absent, or not provided
to GLOSS for some reason. Many efforts have been made to
complete the global tide gauge network and to densify it on a
regional basis, but these attempts have often been short-lived, and
even after gauges have been installed successfully the essential
ongoing maintenance thereafter has been lacking. For example,
great efforts were made several years ago to install new gauges in
Africa (Woodworth et al., 2007) but many of these gauges are no
longer operational for various reasons.
More recently, the requirements for regional networks for
tsunami warning (especially in the Indian Ocean and the
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of the tide gauge zero point (Woodworth et al., 2017b). This
prevents the absolute positioning of the tide gauges, and leaves
questions as to the relevance of the GNSS VLM rates to the tide
gauge zero point rates.
To be more specific, GNSS/tide gauge co-location data are
provided in the SONEL databank (see text footnote 6), which is
recognized as the GLOSS data center for GNSS. About 80% of
the GLOSS tide gauges have a permanent GNSS station closer
than 15 km (Figure 8), but many of these stations were not
installed specifically for the monitoring of the tide gauge zero
point, which explains why only 28% are closer than 500 m. This
also explains the lack of direct ties to the tide gauge benchmarks
mentioned above. This raises two issues. First, one cannot make
a reliable geodetic link by conventional methods between the
GNSS and tide gauge instruments when they are more than
1 km apart, which partly explains why only 29% of the GLOSS
GNSS-co-located tide gauges have a geodetic tie available at
SONEL. Second, if the GNSS and tide gauge zero point are not
directly tied, then one must assume that the GNSS is measuring
the same land movement that occurs at the tide gauge. Unless
regular leveling campaigns are done between both instruments,
this assumption is tenuous. Thus, we highly recommend that
GNSS stations be installed as near as possible to the tide gauge
site, and to carry out regular leveling campaigns when it is not.
Finally, there is also an issue in terms of the VLM velocities
that are available at present. There is currently one published
GNSS solution dedicated to tide gauges, which was developed at
the University of La Rochelle (Santamaría-Gómez et al., 2017),
but other global velocity fields are available (Altamimi et al., 2016;
Blewitt et al., 2016)13 . For users, questions arises as to which
solution to use, as these have substantial differences despite using
essentially the same data. The GNSS VLM rates gain in accuracy
when the data are processed by the largest number of analysis
centers using different software and strategies, which is why it is
crucial to make GNSS data freely available to the community. The
International Association of Geodesy, through the Joint Working
Group 3.2, currently focuses on constraining VLM at tide gauges
by combining all the available global GPS VLM fields consistently
into a single solution available to the sea-level community. This
combined solution also allows examining the level of coherence
between the different VLM estimates and their reproducibility by
the different analysis centers.

is a lack of sufficient experts, generally university researchers
specializing in oceanography, geodesy or SL science, who can
make cogent arguments for tide gauges to local funding agencies.
Other examples of gaps include major ports whose owners are
content to use tide tables based on short historical records,
instead of operating their own gauges to modern standards,
which would enable the data to also be used for research. In
addition, some old tide gauge records still remain non-digitized,
despite their value for climate studies (Bradshaw et al., 2015).
One overarching gap is a lack of funding on both national
and international levels. At the international level, it is imperative
that we have regional network managers (1) to keep a close
watch for gauges that are experiencing data outages or other
problems, (2) to help with the installation of new gauges, and (3)
to undertake the necessary leveling and other tasks where those
activities fall between agencies. This applies especially to regions
such as Africa where there are few people playing such roles on
a national basis. The only real solution to this problem is the
provision of central funding to the implementing group, which
is presently GLOSS. At the national level, recent GLOSS-related
workshops have demonstrated the major differences between the
considerable investment in new tide gauge infrastructure in some
countries and the lack of it in others (IOC, 2018). In some
cases, national networks are being privatized, which is related to
national funding, and this raises potential concerns about data
quality and data sharing in the future (Pérez Gómez et al., 2017).
The satellite altimeter community considers in situ
measurements by tide gauges to be an important source of
complementary SL information (Roemmich et al., 2017). Such
missions, which cost tens of millions of dollars USD each, have
been secured as part of international cooperation involving most
space agencies. Unfortunately, this is currently not the case for
the global tide gauge network that they rely on, despite the fact
the needs of such network are only a few million dollars per year.

GNSS Stations
As discussed in section “Sea Level Observations,” tide gauges are
affected by VLM due to movements of the Earth’s crust where
the gauges are attached. For many key SL applications (e.g.,
long-term climate studies or satellite altimetry drift estimation)
the climatic and VLM contributions to the SL observations
need to be separated, meaning that it is crucial to precisely
and independently correct the VLM at the tide gauge locations.
Since the early 1990s, GPS has been the only constellation
suitable for precise VLM corrections (Carter, 1994; Foster, 2015),
but nowadays other satellite positioning constellations such as
GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou are also being considered.
Although associating a GNSS permanent station to a tide
gauge has been required for the GLOSS network stations for some
time (IOC, 2012), there is still work to do in terms of GNSStide gauge co-locations (King, 2014). Also, we should remember
that the original idea behind the GLOSS initiative to use GNSS
was to provide vertical positions and rates for the tide gauge
benchmarks that are used to vertically reference the tide gauges
(Carter, 1994). As the system evolved, however, the GNSS stations
and the resulting VLM estimates were not always tied to the
benchmarks and are therefore not directly related to the motion
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Modeling Needs
Typical CMIP SL projections are a hybrid product, in the
sense that some components (e.g., thermosteric changes) are
an intrinsic part of CMIP simulations and others (e.g., SL
changes related to land ice melt) are calculated off-line using
CMIP output. The off-line calculations do not account for
possible feedbacks in the climate system. In addition, for
coastal projections, CMIP simulations are generally used only
as boundary conditions for coastal forecasting models (e.g.,
Kopp et al., 2014).
An important part of projected SL trends on a regional scale
arises from the dynamical and thermal and haline adjustment of
13
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reproduced. Unfortunately, producing a reliable surface mass
balance is only part of the problem, as forcing of the ice sheets
is not only driven by the atmosphere but also by the ocean,
particularly in Antarctica (Jenkins, 1991; Rignot et al., 2013;
Lazeroms et al., 2018).
Changes in water mass characteristics on the continental
shelves around Antarctica are generally believed to be the driving
force behind the observed ice mass loss in West Antarctica
(Joughin et al., 2014; Rignot et al., 2014). Warmer circumpolar
water has likely led to increased basal melt rates forming the
primary driver for changes in the area. Improved modeling of
the basal melt rates in the cavities below the ice shelves requires
first of all improved insight in the geometry of those cavities,
and secondly very fine resolution ocean models to resolve the
small-scale patterns controlling the water flow on the continental
shelves. Nested ocean models may be a way forward as a
complement to insights revealed from specialized fine resolution
global models (e.g., Goddard et al., 2017; Spence et al., 2017).
Beside issues arising from the limited spatial resolutions of
climate models, a second type of problem arises from the fact
that the response timescales of ice sheets is far longer than
for atmospheric processes and even significantly longer than
for ocean processes. Hence initialization is a serious problem
(Nowicki et al., 2016). This is specifically addressed by Goelzer
et al. (2018) showing the wide variation in modeling results for
the Greenland ice sheet depending on the initial shape and height
of the present-day ice sheet. A way forward is to used remote
sensing data that provides strong constraints on the mass loss
over recent decades (Cazenave et al., 2018; Shepherd et al., 2018),

the ocean related to changes in the circulation. On timescales up
to decades, model improvements are needed to better capture
the interannual variability of SL associated with climate modes
discussed in section “Causes of Coastal Sea Level Variability”
(e.g., Frankcombe et al., 2013; Carson et al., 2017). Simulations
of such variability by climate models require further validation
with emerging longer data sets of SL, mass or density changes.
At the same time, climate change also affects the cryosphere
and terrestrial water storage, causing global mass changes in the
ocean resulting in regional patterns (fingerprints) controlled by
gravitational and rotational physics, as well as vertical motions of
the sea floor (Slangen et al., 2014; Carson et al., 2016). For CMIP5
and before, these cryospheric/hydrologic changes were calculated
off-line based on temperature and precipitation fields available
from those coupled climate models (Church et al., 2013). The
reasons to do so are manifold, as explained below.
If we consider the contribution from glaciers around the
world, a key issue is that the spatial resolution that is required
for glacier modeling is much finer than the spatial resolution
of climate models. This mismatch is not easy to overcome
and is therefore usually circumvented with off-line downscaling
techniques, using as basic input the spatial and temporal
variability from the climate models.
For the contribution of ice sheets, the required fine spatial
scales remain an issue. The required scales for driving ice sheets
are of the order 10 km and still smaller than what climate models
typically resolve, though within reach of regional climate models.
Some model experiments (Vizcaíno et al., 2013) show for instance
that the surface mass balance of Greenland is reasonably well
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local scale coastal impact models (such as Delft3D). Procedures
include not only the assessment of the boundary conditions, but
also the refinement of model set-ups, involving the grid, the
topographic details and the various associated forcing, thereby
addressing land-sea, air-sea, and coastal-offshore interactions
(Kourafalou et al., 2015a,b). A realistic and detailed bathymetry
is critical for COFS, since global models do not provide adequate
coverage of shallow coastal areas and estuaries. As beaches are
dynamic, changes in bathymetry should be explicitly modeled
and include wetting and drying schemes (e.g., Warner et al.,
2013). At the land-ocean interface, a particular challenge for
forecasts of coastal SL changes and related circulation is the
determination of realistic river inflows, since these values either
come from river gauges, or from climatology or hydrological
models. In addition to that, the correct representation of
the river plume dynamics in COFS can also be challenging
(e.g., Schiller and Kourafalou, 2010; Schiller et al., 2011).
Further use of coupled modeling approaches is also important.
For example, predicted surges can be significantly enhanced
during extreme storm events when considering wave-current
interactions (Staneva et al., 2016a, 2017).
Another promising avenue for improving the ability to project
changes in extreme SL in coastal regions is the use of global,
unstructured grid hydrodynamical models that can simulate
extreme surge events (Muis et al., 2016), in combination with
information on large-scale SL and atmospheric forcing available
from CMIP-type calculations. This approach allows one to
project changes in risk over time resulting from changes in both
mean SL and extremes. In addition, improvements in projections
of wave climate (Hemer et al., 2012; Morim et al., 2018) offer a
possibility to better resolve changes in extremes caused by waves
(Arns et al., 2017).
In the future, COFS can benefit substantially from improved
data collection and availability, along with better characterization
of measurement errors. For example, technological innovations
such as Ka-band and SAR altimetry, as used in missions such
as AltiKa and CryoSat-2, have contributed to the improvement
of coastal altimetry techniques (Benveniste et al., 2019). Wideswath altimetry promises further improvements (Morrow et al.,
2019). Developments in many other data types (hydrography,
bathymetry, coastal radar, coastal runoff, surface meteorology),
discussed in other OceanObs’19 contributions, will all have an
impact on the ability to forecast coastal SL. For any data type, it
is important that the statistics of measurement errors (variances
and covariances, dependences in space and time) be specified
as best as possible, to be able to optimally inform the data
assimilation systems.

which could constrain the dynamical imbalance of ice sheet
models. Similarly, the dynamic state in terms of ice velocity as
derived from InSAR observations can be used as a constraint to
invert the spatially variable basal traction parameter (Morlighem
et al., 2010). Several studies using data assimilation techniques
(e.g., Seroussi et al., 2011) indicate that further improvements on
the dynamical state are possible.
Finally, ice sheet models, which are generally believed to be
the largest source of uncertainty on centennial timescales, are
not yet integrated in climate models in part because our physical
understanding remains limited. The grounding line physics
controlling the boundary between the floating ice shelves and the
grounded ice are now understood reasonably well (Pattyn et al.,
2012). At the same time, it has become apparent that the stability
of the ice sheet is not only dependent on the retrograde slope
condition, underlying the classical marine ice sheet instability
mechanism, but that the combination of hydrofracturing (Rott
et al., 1996) and marine ice cliff instability (Bassis and Walker,
2012) may lead to a rapid disintegration of the ice sheet, as
hypothesized by DeConto and Pollard (2016).
As a result of all the physically coupled, but currently poorly
constrained processes associated with coupling of the ice sheets
to climate models, fresh water fluxes produced by melting ice
are not captured in the climate models (Bronselaer et al., 2018).
This limitation might affect the circulation and sea ice formation
in the Southern Ocean (e.g., Bintanja et al., 2013), which may
feedback on the basal melt rates and accumulation on the ice
sheet. Hosing experiments have been carried out in the past
(Stouffer et al., 2006), but more refined fully coupled experiments
are still needed.
Independent of improvements of coupling ice sheet and
climate models, we have to consider improvements in the
modeling skills of subsidence. This requires careful calibration
of climate models, before they can be used as input for hydro(geo)logical models, and additional assumptions on the socioeconomic pathways not captured by the traditional climate model
output. Full coupling seems out of the question due to spatial
scale discrepancy between climate model and subsidence, but a
more comprehensive aggregation seems feasible.
Beside improvements on regional SL projections as described
above, there is a need to improve our projection skills with respect
to near coastal conditions. Near the coast, SL projections are
much more complicated because many small-scale dynamical
processes (e.g., storm surges, tides, wind-waves, river runoff)
and bathymetric features play a dominant role in determining
extreme SL events and also affect longer period variability
(see section “Causes of Coastal Sea Level Variability”). For
this purpose, COFS (section “Coastal Models and Sea Level
Forecasts”) need to be considered.
A main requirement for improving COFS for coastal SL
is efficient downscaling techniques or nesting strategies. For
example, Ranasinghe (2016) proposed a modeling framework
for a local scale climate change impact quantification study on
sandy coasts, starting from a global climate model ensemble,
downscaled to regional climate model ensemble, which are then
bias corrected and used to force regional scale coastal forcing
models (waves, ocean dynamics, riverflows), which finally force
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DEVELOPING FUTURE SEA LEVEL
SERVICES
With more than 600 million people living in low elevation coastal
areas less than 10 m above mean SL (McGranahan et al., 2007),
and around 150 million people living within 1 m of the high
tide level (Lichter et al., 2011), future SL rise is one of the
most damaging aspects of a warming climate (Intergovernmental
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(including a set of products) that will be vital for empowering
decision-makers in coastal cities, small island states and local
communities to respond to the risks and opportunities of climate
variability and change. With the main focus on developing
countries, new PSMSL products (e.g., Figure 9) will support
climate-smart decisions to make coastal societies more resilient
to SL rise and climate change, and meet international capacity
development objectives, ensuring that public investment in
climate science can be used to maximum effect.
The PSMSL has experience working with more than
200 data authorities and close co-operation with GLOSS/
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission/European
Global Ocean Observing System, and therefore has the
opportunity to take a world-leading role to develop and
deliver a suite of SL services. For example, PSMSL already
provides products15 globally, regionally and nationally and will
develop these further, particularly drawing on its expertise to
support decision-makers.
In addition to PSMSL, a variety of agencies and research
groups have demonstrated leadership in this arena. In the
United States, multiple frameworks have been developed to
combine information about future SL rise with land-use,
economic, and demographic data to inform decision makers
and map regions of enhanced risk (e.g., NOAA’s Sea Level
Rise Viewer16 ; Climate Central’s Risk Zone Map17 ). These
frameworks can serve as examples on which to build services
for other regions. As SL continues to rise and flooding events
become more common, it will become increasingly important to
develop tools that provide short-term forecasts of problematic
coastal conditions. For example, UHSLC provides seasonal SL

Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], 2013). Considering the 0.9 m
global mean SL rise under RCP8.5 scenario, global annual flood
costs without additional adaptation are projected to be US$ 14.3
trillion per year (2.5% of global GDP), and up to 10% of GDP
for some countries (Jevrejeva et al., 2018). Adaptation could
potentially reduce SL induced flood costs by a factor of 10 (Hinkel
et al., 2014; Jevrejeva et al., 2018; Vousdoukas et al., 2018).
Global Sea Level is one of seven key indicators defined
by the World Meteorological Organisation within the Global
Climate Observing System Program to describe the changing
climate. The importance of, as a minimum, maintaining existing
SL observing systems cannot be overstated. More generally,
the availability of coastal observations, scientific analysis and
interpretation of such measurements, and future projections of
SL rise in a warming climate are crucial for impact assessment,
risk management, adaptation strategy and long-term decision
making in coastal areas.
For risk assessment, decisions about adaptation to local
SL rise, and resilience to coastal flooding, erosion and other
changes in coastal areas, there is a need for SL services to
support and empower stakeholders (e.g., governments, local
authorities, coastal engineers, planners, socio-economists and
coastal communities). In addition to existing climate services
(e.g., those laid out in the report “A European research and
innovation roadmap for climate services,” such as the Copernicus
Climate Change Service)14 , which ensure that climate research
provides benefits and solutions to the challenges facing our
society, there is an urgent necessity for specific equivalent
expertise in coastal SL changes. An equivalent set of SL
services could cover the transformation of data, together with
other relevant information, into customized products such as
projections, forecasts, information, trends, economic analysis,
assessments (including technology assessment), counseling on
best practices, development and evaluation of solutions and any
other SL-related service that may be of use for the society at large.
To frame present status and future development of SL services
that can address the challenges facing coastal communities, it is
useful to consider the example of PSMSL (introduced in section
“Existing Observing Systems”). Established in 1933, PSMSL is the
global data bank for long term SL change information from tide
gauges (Figure 2, section “Sea Level Observations”). Over the
past few decades PSMSL has been providing the SL community
with additional services relating to the acquisition, analysis,
interpretation of SL data and a wide range of advice to tide gauge
operators and data analysts.
With new challenges due to climate change and SL rise there
is an urgent need worldwide to support decisions on managing
exposure to climate variability and change. The PSMSL will
address these needs by offering a range of services including
expert advice, bespoke climate information, value added services
and solutions to help build capacity in developing countries.
Using the expanding knowledge of climate and SL science,
expertise in past and future SL changes, and a growing
understanding of how climate hazards impact society and the
environment, PSMSL is currently developing a new framework
14

15

https://www.psmsl.org/products/
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17
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forecasts to Pacific Island communities (Figure 10)18 , which
combine output from state-of-the-art operational models with
local tide predictions to give local stakeholders advanced notice
of likely tidal flooding conditions. The web-based product is
supplemented by an active email forecast discussion group with
local weather services, and work is currently underway to expand
to United States continental coastlines. At even shorter timescales
of days to weeks, it is possible to forecast the gravity wave field
of the ocean and, by extension, the impact of these waves on
total water level at the coastline. The USGS Total Water Level
and Coastal Change Forecast Viewer19 provides one example
of how short-term forecasts of SL, tide, and waves can be
combined to provide decision makers with comprehensive view
of imminent conditions to drive science-supported action. These
examples provide a basis for further development, but are by
no means comprehensive. Providing necessary sea level services
for all regions of need will require international collaboration
and cooperation between research centers, national agencies, and
local authorities.
Examples of continued and future developments include:

•

•

• Localized SL projections to inform local development and
mitigation plans;
• Development of software capable of performing automatic
quality control of tide gauge data;
• Low cost temporary tide gauges for surveys in remote areas;
• Identification of locally relevant flooding thresholds that
identify specific elements of at-risk infrastructure;
• Regional storm surge and inundation forecasting.

•

The
Sea
Level
Futures
Conference
(Liverpool,
United Kingdom, July 2–4, 2018), celebrating the 85th
anniversary of PSMSL, reviewed the present status of SL
science knowledge, covering key aspects of SL change. Special
emphasis was given to existing SL observations, synthesis of
available data and discussion of future novel observational
techniques in coastal areas. The science provides clear evidence
that SL is rising and this is already impacting vulnerable
coastal areas, especially those with rapidly growing urban
populations and associated infrastructure. Addressing these
challenges in a warming climate requires integrated sustainable
and continued observations, data products and advanced
modeling capability. Thus, as recognized by conference
participants, there is a requirement for close collaboration
between scientists from different disciplines and the broad
stakeholder community to develop plans for responding to
SL change, storm surges and flood risk affecting the coastal
zone. Key actions necessary to enable the development of SL
services that can effectively support adaptation and mitigation
measures and empower decision-makers in coastal communities
should include:

•

•

•

•

• Commitment to sustained, systematic and complementary
global and coastal measurements of SL and its components
to understand observed variability and change, to constrain
18
19
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longer term projections and to improve skill of forecasting
and early warning systems. This commitment must be
in line with efforts under the Global Ocean Observing
System, Global Geodetic Observing System, GLOSS
and other programs.
Commitment to extend the historical SL record through
data rescue, digitization and the accurate detailed
integration of historic tide gauge data into international
repositories to reduce spatial and temporal gaps and
to validate process-understanding as well as processbased climate models, and to detect and attribute the
influence of natural (intrinsic and externally forced) and
human-induced drivers.
Broad-scale assessment of uplift/subsidence, especially
human-induced subsidence, to guide analysis of local SL
change. The international community should take steps
to provide all available information (e.g., from GNSS or
InSAR) about uplift/subsidence in coastal areas. This work
should involve the use of GNSS at all tide gauge stations (as
per GLOSS standards) and the maintenance of an accurate
International Terrestrial Reference Frame.
Implementation of a multi-purpose approach to tide gauge
networks, focusing on the requirements of all users (e.g.,
scientists, port authorities, coastal engineers and hazard
forecasters), to ensure the sustainability of such networks.
This is particularly important when establishing stations in
developing economies (e.g., most of Africa), where existing
networks tend to be deficient. Tide gauge measurements,
including past records, are essential for improving our
knowledge of coastal SL variability, which is one of the
main gaps in SL science.
Implementation of comprehensive observations in coastal
areas, including expansion of in situ and satellite SL
measurements, VLM, waves, sediment transport and
relevant ancillary observations (e.g., bathymetry, river
runoff), with special emphasis on monitoring changes in
vulnerable coastal zones where a variety of climate and
non-climate related processes interact (e.g., deltas, cities,
small island states).
Development of new technologies for SL observations
on both coastal and global scales, e.g., low cost tide
gauges and low cost GNSS units fitted to buoys/floating
platforms, GNSS-reflectometry, coastal altimetry and
wide-swath altimetry.
Development of improved coastal SL projections and
forecasts, involving dedicated data efforts for model
advancement, exploration of new assimilation schemes and
downscaling techniques, and accounting for the additional
key processes at work in the coastal zone (e.g., tides, wave
run-up, storm surges, river discharge).
Quantitative assessment of uncertainties in all data
streams, to improve monitoring activities and advance
modeling and assimilation systems, and all SL projection
and forecast products, along with clear understanding of
different contributors to observed coastal SL variability and
change (e.g., climate modes, intrinsic ocean fluctuations,
anthropogenic forcing, VLM).
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• Closer and wider cooperation between the scientific
community, stakeholders, policy- and decision-makers
to ensure that SL products are accessible and are used
correctly and appropriately to facilitate adaptation and
mitigation measures for vulnerable coastal areas (e.g.,
cities, deltas, small islands).
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